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COMPARATIVE URBANISM SEMINAR 
Washington & Santiago 
 
ARCH 5644 CRN: 11157 
 
Tuesday  1:30pm – 4:00pm 

Scott Archer 
 
 
We inevitably compare cities: they often come in pairs as twins, rivals, siblings, or 
offspring, in form, culture, and power. In this seminar, we will deepen our 
experiences of cities, augmenting personal knowledge with research to share – 
through discussions and presentations – the ways in which they are alike and 
different. 
 
In 2021 and 2022, we developed a multi-university partnership to examine 
Washington, DC and German cities. This year, we are excited to expand and 
reproduce this model with a new partner (and long-term WAAC collaborator), the 
Universidad del Desarrollo (UDD) in Santiago, Chile. Students and faculty from both 
universities will collaborate to study Washington, DC and Santiago, focusing 
specifically on the evolution of suburban growth and transit-oriented development 
through comparative analysis of each city. Students will work in teams composed of 
peers from both universities to develop a collaborative research project and 
presentation comparing spaces and systems in both contexts. 
 
The course will take the format of a true seminar focused on academic discussion 
of assigned short readings, contemporary urban issues, student projects, and 
lectures. We will meet with UDD in a synchronous virtual environment throughout 
the semester, with additional regular in-person sessions with our WAAC cohort of 
students, and occasional asynchronous sessions for research group collaboration 
aligned to student schedules. This class is required for Urban Design students but 
available to other graduate and undergraduate students with approval. 
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TOPICS IN DESIGN METHODS 
Creativity 
 
ARCH 4304 CRN: 22719 (Undergraduate Students) 
ARCH 4304 CRN: 22724 (Graduate Students) 
 
Tuesday  4:15pm – 7:00pm 

Marcelo Stamm 
 
 
“Creativity is the unique and defining trait of our species; and its ultimate goal, self-
understanding: What we are, how we came to be, and what destiny, if any, will 
determine our future historical trajectory. – What, then, is creativity?”  

- E. Wilson, The Origins of Creativity 

 
In our search for understanding creativity we will interrogate preconceptions 
regarding creativity (including Edward Wilson’s claim from The Origins of Creativity). 
This will mean debunking common creativity myths such as the alleged innate quest 
for originality and humanity’s seeming love of novelty. We need to dig deeper than 
that.   
 
Our aim will be to arrive progressively through creative assignments, a series of 
practical exercises, and select  focused readings at a deeper understanding of the 
creative process in relation to modern issues such as the “art of invention,” “creative 
problem-solving,” “design habits and creativity inhibitors,” “transformation and its 
triggers,” etc. We will scrutinize ways of “fostering conditions of creativity,” e.g. 
through “creative communities of practice” while examining and critically appraising 
“practice routines,“ “creativity talk,” and forms of individual “expression.” 
 
The course will not be abstract, but will harness each student’s individual creative 
condition as that of an emergent master in their own right. The course will thus also 
aim to articulate back and forth between each student’s maturing design work and 
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TOPICS IN DESIGN METHODS (CONT.) 
 
 
their emerging practice both in studio and particularly in specific final thesis projects 
with the goal of enhancing individual student’s project pursuits from a unique 
“creativity perspective” that will augur to add a critical dimension to students’ future 
professional careers.  
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TOPICS IN DESIGN METHODS 
Human-Centric Design Theories and Methods 
 
ARCH 4304 CRN: 11021 (Undergraduate Students) 
ARCH 4304 CRN: 11024 (Graduate Students) 
 
Tuesday  4:15pm – 7:00pm 

Tuwanda Green 
 
 
We are in constant conversation with our surroundings. Do you understand what 
your environment is saying to you? In this course we will learn how to decipher and 
manage this subliminal conversation using Human-Centric Design (HCD) Theories 
and Methods. The course will have three divisions: 1) How the Conversation Evolved 
– Evolutions, History, Architects, Theories, and Cultures; 2) Human Communication 
Channels – Biology for Architects (with scientific literature and methods); and 3) 
Striking and Managing a Good Conversation – Theories and Methods in Practice. 
Student journal and sketch entries will be an integral part of this course and will 
challenge, develop, and analyze students’ current positions regarding HCD. Each 
week, we will introduce an assignment for active reflective journaling and/or 
introductory biology and design research exercises. Weekly lectures and readings 
will establish context by identifying architects, scientists, and other cross-disciplinary 
specialists to introduce the relevant concepts, theories, and discerning cultural 
histories, as well as their practical use in the design office. We will explore 
development of architectural health design theories and research while developing 
a new comprehension of its required science, tracking, and thoughtful application. 
By the end of this course, students will be able to broaden their original HCD 
position and adapt it to traditional design processes moving forward. 
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TOPICS IN DESIGN METHODS 
Collage Storytelling 
 
ARCH 4304 CRN: 22718 (Undergraduate Students) 
ARCH 4304 CRN: 22723 (Graduate Students) 
 
Tuesday  4:15pm – 7:00pm 

Camila “Cami” Mancilla Vera 
 
 
“Architecture is a kind of corporeal time machine where the past, the present, and 
the future are related architecturally through memory.” 

- Marco Frascari, Monsters of Architecture 
 
Architects design stories that seek to seduce us through images of buildings. The 
projection of meaningful experience through drawing uses conceptual tools and 
references that link specific narrative elements with associative ideas, images, and 
cultures. 
 
Collage techniques create narratives using pre-existing elements, dramatizing the 
signifier without opposing the signified. A collage’s meaning results from the 
interaction of numerous components. This form of storytelling uniquely enriches 
the qualities of the interaction of the parts, allowing the interpretation of a diversity 
of fantastic stories that involve memory and its metaphysical qualities. According to 
architect Marco Frascari, fantasy and memory are the stars guiding the faculties of 
the imagination in architecture. From the union of different materials and Images, 
each with a particular physiognomy, results monsters – (de)monstrations of 
architectural conceptions. 
 
Building upon the history of collage in art and architecture, this design methods 
course will consider the role of collage in architectural design. Throughout the 
semester, students will create three collage works along with short, 500-word  
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TOPICS IN DESIGN METHODS (CONT.) 
 
 
ekphrases relating either to their studio or thesis projects or existing buildings using 
a hybrid of computer and handmade techniques. We will discuss each of the critical 
aspects of collage – collecting, fragmenting, selecting, cutting, combining, and gluing 
– while treating them experimentally and experientially. 
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PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 
 
ARCH 4044 CRN: 11002 (Undergraduate Students) 
ARCH 5044G CRN: 11129 (Graduate Students) 
 
Wednesday 7:15pm – 10:00pm 

Randall “Randy” Mars 
 
 
This course will cover the basic elements of professional architectural practice, from 
marketing to product delivery. We will discuss the history of the profession, noting 
how the industry has developed through time. We will also review office organization 
and operation, as well as how to establish relationships with associated 
professionals, including engineers, consultants, contractors, and owners. 
 
We will review construction document delivery options, procedures and client 
services, marketing, and fees. We will also gain an understanding of legal matters 
and professional ethics. Finally, by seeing our designs through to fruition, we will 
review the role of the architect during construction and the many relationships 
involved in that process. 
 
Guests to the class will include general contractors, owners, representatives, 
engineers, and attorneys, all of whom will share their views of the profession. 
 
Students will be required to complete a series of exercises and encouraged to 
participate in class lectures and discussions. Midterm and final exams will test 
students’ comprehensive understanding. 
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TOPICS IN ARCH HISTORY AND THEORY 
Landscape Architecture History 
 
ARCH 4214 CRN: 11019 (Undergraduate Students) 
ARCH 5134 CRN: 11152 (Graduate Students) 
 
Thursday  10:00am – 12:30pm 

Paul Kelsch 
 
 
This course will examine the development of landscape architecture across major 
time periods and places. We’ll view important landscapes within various contexts in 
order to shed light on the cultures that produced them and to show the deep 
historical roots of current ideas about landscape. The contexts we’ll examine will 
include philosophical and theoretical ideas about design; cultural practices that 
shape how different social groups view landscape; changing ideas about nature and 
its expression in designed landscapes; and the formation and habitation of urban 
landscapes. The course will take the form of a seminar based on discussion of 
extensive readings, including both primary and secondary sources. 
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ARCHITECTURE AND URBANISM SEMINAR II  
Making Modernities: Representing Modern Architectural “Texts” 
 
ARCH 5706 CRN: 11160 
 
Thursday  1:30pm – 4:00pm 

Marcia Feuerstein 
 
 

 
 
The second semester of Architecture and Urbanism will be a seminar in which we 
make playful yet precise readings of selected architecture and urbanism texts 
(including treatises) written during the “Modern” (and contemporary) eras of 
architectural practice: from the 18th through the 21st centuries. We will augment 
these with other “texts” – drawings, buildings, urban settings, and films – 
representing architecture in alternative forms. All of these will demonstrate past, 
recent past, and current architectural topics. The seminar will invite you to imagine 
the implications of these works on our current and future built worlds, and to see 
the class and our work together as parts of an imaginative process based on careful 
exploration of the texts, while at the same time allowing our imaginations to 
interpret findings. 
 
According to a number of academic dictionaries, the source (etymology) of the word 
“text” is the Latin word textus, meaning “fabric” or “the structure of a text” a “style” 
or the “tissue of a literary work” (from Quintilian), “that which is woven, web,  
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ARCH AND URBANISM SEMINAR II  (CONT.)  

 
 
texture,” from the Latin texĕre, meaning “to weave.” The use of “structure” refers to 
the structure of words – wording – in a piece of writing or printing.1  However in this 
seminar, the idea of something woven, a web and texture and “structure,” will open 
other possibilities. 
 
To “weave,” a verb, is active and performative, allowing us the freedom to explore, 
imagine, and consider a variety of sources and research that will combine and 
interweave into architectural ideas, interpretations, propositions, arguments, and 
discoveries embedded within the various texts. Weaving stories will fabricate 
interpretations, ideas, and alternative concepts of architecture. In this seminar, we 
will consider the selected texts through various lenses, focusing on topics to draw 
up and out a consideration of design, theory, and interpretation of architecture and 
urbanity. Some will be serious, some not. Some texts will be from architects writing 
about architecture, and others from those who write through architecture – 
grounding their practice in both designing/building and writing. 
 
This semester, we will frame the study of specific topics through “texts” linking 
theory with design. Each M. Arch student will co-lead a seminar with the instructor, 
produce an essay, and design a representation based on the topic and content of 
the co-led seminar. Each PhD student will lead one seminar, focusing on a selected 
treatise, and write an original scholarly paper accompanied by a visual “atlas.” We 
will discuss detailed requirements at the first seminar. 
 
 

 1. I’ve used a number of academic dictionaries including the on-line Oxford English 
Dictionary, accessible via the VT library database (OED), and some historic dictionaries 
of the English language, such as Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American 
Language, College Edition, Cleveland and New York: World Publishing Co., 1953 and the 
Compact Oxford English Dictionary, Second Edition, Oxford: Clarendon Press; USA: 
Oxford University Press, 1991. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 
 
ARCH 3514 CRN: 10987 (Undergraduate Students) 
ARCH 5116 CRN: 11139 (Graduate Students) 
 
Thursday  1:30pm – 4:00pm 

Andargé Asfaw  
 
 
This introductory photography course will explore digital and analog image creation, 
exposure and lighting challenges, composition and design, photo editing, and 
printing methods, with a focus on creating imagery as a means of visual and artistic 
expression. Emphasis will be placed on hands-on problem solving, craftsmanship, 
aesthetics, and reflection. Class critiques will allow opportunities for growth and 
improvement in image creation.  
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PRODUCT DESIGN 
 
ARCH 3514 CRN: 10979 (Undergraduate Students) 
ARCH 5126 CRN: 11143 (Graduate Students) 
 
Thursday  4:15pm – 7:00pm 

Ryan Pieper 
 
 
Product Design students will embark on an intensive study of making via a series of 
design, prototyping, and construction projects based on individual design initiatives. 
Students will have the opportunity to engage in the full spectrum of constructive 
thinking, from conception and drawing to modeling, execution, and reflection. By 
making, we will come to better see that which is made, both by ourselves and by 
others. 
 
The course will utilize shop demonstrations, workshops, and relevant readings to 
further design sensibility. This will be a very demanding class and students should 
be prepared to allocate appropriate time outside of class toward the production and 
prototyping of projects. The majority of formal meeting time will center on 
presentation, critique, and technical help. Students will be evaluated on their 
participation and personal initiative, as well as on their contributions during pin-ups 
and seminar discussions.  
 
This course is open to students of all skill levels and previous shop experience is not 
required. 
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN DESIGN 
Revit 
 
ARCH 4164 CRN: 11012 (Undergraduate Students) 
ARCH 5064 CRN: 11133 (Graduate Students) 
 
Thursday  4:15pm – 7:00pm 

Samer Bitar 
 
 
Computer Applications in Design will focus on concepts of BIM (Building Information 
Modeling) and develop beginner- to intermediate-level skills required to utilize this 
software as a designer. We will integrate BIM into the design process by teaching 
methods of design, analysis, and production that compliment methods used in the 
academic studio and professional practice. 
 
The course will be structured as a series of workshop-style lectures and instructional 
videos with related tutorial assignments and a final project presentation showcasing 
each student’s design project as developed in Autodesk Revit software. 
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IDEAS, CONCEPTS, AND REPRESENTATIONS 
OF ARCHITECTURE 
 
ARCH 4114 CRN: 22720 (Undergraduate Students Only!) 
 
Thursday  6:00pm – 8:30pm 

Teminioluwa “Temi” Thomas 
 
 
The path to realizing the materialization of buildings begins with conceptualization, 
and the ideas that are connected to make concepts are traced from architectural 
theories found in the discourse of architecture. Theory affords a repertoire of 
knowledge from which the architect is inspired and collects insights for making 
buildings. Architectural handbooks, which provide practical building instructions 
enjoy only momentary relevance until rendered obsolete by advances in taste and 
technology. Unlike the prescriptive technical details of handbooks, the conceptual 
aspect of architectural theory remains relevant even to posterity. Furthermore, tools 
of representation facilitate the transition from design conception to physical 
construction. Hence, architects, since antiquity, have devised methods of 
representation as efficient ways to project architectural forms descriptively. They 
have adopted drawings, models, photographs, and computer graphics to this end. 
 
In this course, we will survey and discuss a series of foundational architectural texts 
and treatises identifying ideas, concepts, and theories that have shaped architecture 
over time. We will study how they have influenced buildings by analyzing drawings, 
photographs, and models. The semester’s coursework will climax with a week of 
student presentations of visual, architectural representations embodying select 
ideas and concepts treated in class. These presentations will be accompanied by an 
essay showing an in-depth understanding and critical synthesis of written materials 
studied in class, and citing several supplementary sources for the chosen topic(s). 
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THEORY SEMINAR 
Theory of Practice: Practice of Theory 
 
ARCH 4214 CRN: 11018 (Undergraduate Students) 
ARCH 6006 CRN: 11218 (Graduate Students) 
 
Friday  10:00am – 12:30pm 

Paul Emmons 
 
 
This advanced seminar will develop critical thinking, reading and writing skills with 
texts on the philosophy of architecture drawn from a variety of sources. We will 
select specific readings for the semester, and all participants will actively engage in 
discussion. A series of invited guests will present their research to the group, and 
students will also present their own research. Final grades will be based on class 
participation and the development or expansion of a final project, which may 
include a written paper and interpretive drawing. 
 


